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This month, as you try to figure out whether it was Patrick 
Henry or Nathan Hale who said, “give me liberty or give me 
death,” please also ponder the words of famous July baby and 
Olympic track champion Carl Lewis, who purportedly noted 
to self, “ixnay on the singing career.” Now, please ponder 
these lovely and talented garden and gift items, each as patri-
otic as they are in tune with the world. 

This beautiful 
Georgetown Pottery 
Ikebana vase is simple, 
graceful and elegant. 
Hand-crafted of fine 
porcelain clay, these 
vases are available in 
six attractive shapes 
and 20 designer glazes, 
so there is something 
for every décor. 
Ikebana is the Japanese 
art of flower arranging. 
In each Ikebana vase, 
flowers not only are dis-
played beautifully, they 
are nurtured, as well. 
Each vase has a pin frog 
attached to the bottom 
that pierces the stem of 
the flowers and allows 
water to be absorbed 
much longer than in 
traditional vases. Face 
it: Your customers will 
wanna Ikebana.
Click: http://link.argi 
focus.com/08M-17163
Call: 800.690.1826 ext. 17163
Card: 17163

The EZ Leaf Hauler from Monahan Products is a 
modified tarp that uses tent construction technol-
ogy to form sides and a back to easily hold raked 
leaves, and it has stitched handles for easy hauling 
and dumping of the leaves. Stakes are conveniently 
attached and can be pressed into the ground to hold 
the tarp in place on windy days. The EZ Leaf Hauler 
has the same capacity as five wheelbarrows, but it is 
easier to use. In addition, it takes up very little stor-
age space. Rumor has it that this fellow was once 
told to make like a tree and leave, and he has been 
leaving ever since. Good thing he has an EZ Leaf 
Hauler, huh?
Click: http://link.argifocus.com/08M-17164
Call: 800.690.1826 ext. 17164
Card: 17164

The OsciStand™ Sprinkler Stand was spotlighted 
at the 2008 National Hardware Show. It is a 
one-of-a-kind alternative to complicated sprin-
klers and costly sprinkler systems. The elevated 
stand holds the sprinkler in place above the area to 
be watered, ensuring that only the areas you want 
to water will be irrigated. This cost-saving design 
gives gardeners control over the watering process 
for better saturation with less water use and less 
waste. This sounds like just the product for me, 
given that I’ve been yearning for less waist for 
some time now.
Click: http://link.argifocus.com/08M-17165
Call: 800.690.1826 ext. 17165
Card: 17165

Mix 80 pounds of concrete in 90 seconds with 
the award-winning CreteSheet™ mixer. The inno-
vative product has been described as “so simple, 
it’s stupid.” This low-tech tool is easy to master 
with sturdy handles attached at each corner of 
the rectangular sheet. The weight of the materials 
to be mixed remains on the ground while being 
tumbled into a consistent mixture. CreteSheet 
can be used many times over. Simply rinse it off 
or shake off dried residue. I once pulled my dried 
residue during a junior high football game, and 
the coach kept telling me to “shake it off.” 
Click: http://link.argifocus.com/08M-17161
Call: 800.690.1826 ext. 17161
Card: 17161

Replications Unlimited has a new line of Artificial 
Waterfalls for the home market. The series is 
based on Natural Ledgestone Outcroppings and 
features multiple sizes and colors. All “rocks” are 
made from a polymer composite plastic that has 
a real-looking finish designed to last for decades. 
The company might also offer a Duck Way line, 
as well, but that wasn’t specified in the promo-
tional material. What’s a Duck Way?, you ask? 
About 6 pounds.    
Click: http://link.argifocus.com/08M-17162
Call: 800.690.1826 ext. 17162
Card: 17162
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